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Thank you for selecting this eBook. Included are twenty interesting snapshots of early outdoor 
history from the digital Library at ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com. Subjects range from 
how to canoe with cannibals (i.e., quickly) and how real cowboys rode Montana’s range when the 
west was still wild and woolly. There is a thrilling hunt for the king of grizzlies in Colorado and 
a wolf hunt in Chicago. Minnesota’s little known gold rush is reported on by adventurers that 
canoed through mosquito infested swamps to get to the gold fields. Original magazine covers 
begin each Chapter followed by an introduction and the article in all its original patina. Vintage 
magazine ads complement the readers’ time travel experience. High resolution documents are 
prepared in Adobe’s PDF, the gold standard for universal file transfer and maximum digital read-
ability.

ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com highlights the history of early outdoor magazines by
spotlighting their contributions to America’s great outdoor experiences. Please visit the website 
to explore its Library of over 200 digitized sporting magazines from 1890 - 1947.  Discover and 
retrace early outdoor adventures such as the ones in this eBook and learn how the magazines’ 
public forum helped create the unique North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. 

Hope you enjoy this slice of outdoor history from the pages of early sporting magazines.

Bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com

Read more on conservation in America and The North American Model on these websites.
  
http://joomla.wildlife.org/index.php?id=171&option=com_content&task=view
http://www.rmef.org/Conservation/HuntingIsConservation/NorthAmericanWildlifeConservationModel.aspx
http://wildlife.org/documents/technical-reviews/docs/NA%20model%20summary.pdf
http://www.fishwildlife.org/index.php?section=north_american_model_of_wildlife_conserv
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Gold deposits were found in northern Minnesota 
near Rainy Lake in 1865. The limited “rush” which 
developed created Winston City (unknown), MN. 
Fortune hunters quickly moved on after learning 
how difficult it was to extract gold from the hard 

rocks in the area. Within a year most miners had left the region 
for greener pastures. After 20 years and a couple million 
dollars, one determined investor did recover some gold which 
led to another mini northern Minnesota gold rush. Go to 
MinnesotaGoldProspectors.org for a one page report.    

Harry Silver’s report, A Canoe Trip to Rainy Lake, from a 
January 1899 issue of Recreation describes his 1894 trip to the 
Rainy Lake gold area. Harry and two companions traveled 
to Red Lake Agency on the southern shore of Red Lakes. At 
the Agency they arranged for canoes, gear and guides to take 

them up the Tamarac River to a portage into the Sturgeon River. They canoed up the Tamarac 
River and then portaged for three days through the swamps before getting to the Sturgeon River. 
Once on the Sturgeon they canoed easily downstream to the Big Fork River. 

They cruised down the Big Fork River to the Rainy Lake River and here they caught a ferry boat 
to Fort Francis, Canada. On the way the ferry stopped to unload supplies at a new town site being 
developed called Hannaford (unknown), MN. From Fort Francis they took a small steamboat to 
Rainy Lake City (?) and then to the “Gold City”, a mushroom town scarcely 4 months old with 30 
to 40 buildings. They then sailed on to the island where the Little American mine was located and 
back to the “city” and then Fort Francis, Canada. The rest of their adventure is by steamer down 
the Rainy River to Lake of the Woods and Rat Portage.  

The proposed town of Hannaford, MN, downstream of the confluence of Big Fork with Rainy 
Lake River never developed and I could not find it mentioned in my online research. Winston City 
was mentioned in the MN Gold Prospectors one page review but Silver’s article never mentioned 
it. Is Winston City the same as the “Gold City” they visited? Did Winston City or Gold City or 
Rainy Lake City become International Falls? One website on Minnesota Ghost Towns list Rainy 
Lake City as gone except for debris. Are these three towns all the same? 

Maybe one of Minnesota’s canoe clubs will decide to follow Silver’s early trek. Happy searching for 
outdoor adventure. - - Bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com
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Canoeing to Minnesota’s Gold Fields
Recreation January, 1899
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Thomas H. Russell put together a great road 
warrior story with pictures. Russell reports that 
three Spokane “boys”, Vance Wolverton, Joe 
Stenstrom and Ralph Hayward, completed a 
long and rough roundtrip by auto from Spokane 

to Portland to Seattle and then back to Spokane. Four nice 
pictures in the report really help to get a feel for the trip, 
probably completed in 1910. Readers familiar with the region 
may be able to trace some of the route. Like the original 
route 66, some parts of the roads, or trails, they traveled 
became interstate highways and some sections may now be 
abandoned trails in the woods. Some of the towns referenced 
as mile markers are still on-the-map and some are distant 
memory. Read the story of their trip and then fire-up Google 
Earth to travel along this 100 year old road warriors dream 
trip.      

Personally I would have suggested that they use a rental car for this trip, Hertz or Avis, because 
their cars can really take a beating (at least the ones I have used did). Instead they used Vance’s 
Chalmers “30”, an expensive auto selling for $1500 in 1910. Chalmers autos merged with 
Maxwell Auto Company following WWI. 

Here is their reported route of travel by towns with my guess, using Google Earth, as to today’s 
highways. They departed Spokane on highway 195 to Spangle (and Plass) > Rosalia > Thorton 
> Colfax. From Colfax they took highway 26 to 127 then to Wilcox. I could not find the town 
of Wilcox but maps show Wilcox Rd. They traveled through “Dead Man’s Gulch” to the Central 
Ferry on the Snake River. I could not find a reference to Dead Man’s Gulch but the park at 
the present Hwy 127 bridge across the Snake is called Central Ferry Park. From the ferry 
they headed towards Walla Walla probably on route 12 passing through Waltsburg (or is it 
Waitsburg). From Walla Walla on 12 to Lowden, Touchet and to Wallulla, where they caught a 
ferry across the Columbia. On the north bank they passed through Kennewick and headed west 
towards the Dalles, probably on today’s highway 14, to Celilo Rapids. Here they put the auto 
on a steamer which took them back across the Columbia River to the Oregon shore where they 
finished the trip to the Dalles using the portage railroad. The next morning they overslept and 
missed the planned boat ride from there to Portland. They quickly jumped into Vance’s buggy. 
With the peddle-to-the-metal they caught the boat at Hood River.

The car was unloaded at Vancouver and they drove (back across the river) to Portland. From 
Portland they headed west through the Cascades to Delena then Clatskamine to Astoria. Vance’s 

A Road Warrior’s Dream
Outdoor Life May, 1911
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auto sure took a beating here as his auto was reported as the first to cover the route. From 
Astoria they caught a ferry across the Columbia to Iiwaco then up the coast to Hayward cottage 
near Sea View where they rested a few days. From here they went up an early highway 101 and 
headed east on highway 6 through Frances to Chehalis then north from here on today’s I-5 to 
Tacoma and Seattle. From Seattle they headed east on what is now I-90. The travelers reported 
lots of problems crossing through the Cascades having to ford several streams. They seemed 
very pleased to have reached Ellensburg, WA, (about 100 miles in straight Google Earth miles) 
in 56+ hours. From here they sped east through the sagebrush country and back to Spokane 
after traveling 1200 miles in 25 days.

I wonder if any of today’s toughest 4x4 off-road vehicles could do any better than Vance’s ole 
Chalmers “30”. After such a historic trip they should have swept up all the lose parts and put the 
car in a museum. Enjoy the trip. - Bob
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Luger Lust
Outer’s Book November, 1911

After my early outdoor magazine library grew 
past one I was challenged to remember the 
magazine and location of interesting information 
I wanted to reexamine. Hasty notes were kept 
to locate ads for guns and gear and outdoor 

information. Notes led to spreadsheets and spreadsheets 
morphed into Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) 
organizational files called the GuideToMags. The entire 
Library of early outdoor magazines (140) was converted into 
digital (PDF) documents. Now several thousand magazine 
pages from 1899 to 1940 are text searchable. 

The German Luger seems to be as well known and 
recognized as any of the firearms cherished by hunters and 
collectors. I searched the Library text for “Luger” to learn 
why this military handgun gained such a large following. 

Here is what I found organized by decade.

1899-1910 (14 magazines)
•	 6 magazines with 15 instances of “Luger”
1911-1920 (39 magazines)
•	 15 magazines with 32 instances of “Luger”
1921-1930 (45 magazines)
•	 24 magazines with 75 instances of “Luger”
1931-1940 (41 magazines)
•	 4 magazines with 6 instances of “Luger”

Solid products matched with good advertising works. This Luger review by L.A. Danse is from 
the 1911 November issue of Outer’s Book (the lead-in cover). His review contains five nice 
graphics showing internal mechanics and as well as the Luger Carbine. The earliest Luger ad was 
this one from a 1905 National Sportsman. The Luger we know is shown in an ad from National 
Sportsman, 1910.   
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About the same year that Colorado became a 
state, 1876, a young five-year-old grizzly began 
to gain a reputation among ranchers as a cattle 
killer. The alarm went out around the ranches 
in the upper Arkansas River region to be on the 

lookout for this renegade. Ranchers and cowboys grew more 
concerned as the toll in lost livestock mounted. With two 
claws missing from the left hind foot his distinctive tracks 
were easily noted whenever he was prowling the livestock 
smorgasbord. A reward was quickly offered to encourage 
hunters to kill this cunning predator. 

Two early pioneers of the Canon City, CO, area, William 
Stout and M.B. Waterhouse lost many cattle to this legendary 
bear. Either William or M.B. named the bear “Old Mose” 
based on his manner of slowly leaving a meal when being 

shot at and how he moseyed toward anyone unfortunate enough to be in his way. Long time 
bear hunter, Jack Ratcliff, camped on his trail with a party of hunters in 1876. Jack made a 
fatal slip on Tallahassee Mountain and fell with reach of Old Mose’s powerful paws. Old Mose 
severely mauled Jack and hit the trail before anyone from the hunting party could get close. They 
carefully carried Jack to the Stirrup Ranch. Jack died on the way to the nearest doctor in Fairplay, 
CO. 
(http://www.stirrupranch.com/) (http://fairplayco.us/) (http://www.canoncity.org/)
Several years later, James Asher, another long time bear hunter met the same fate as Jack in 
almost the same way. Old Mose was found guilty by circumstantial evidence for two other 
deaths when a skeleton was found on Cameron Mountain and another one on Thirty-Nine-
Mile Mountain. The legend of Old Mose attracted the attention of successful Idaho bear hunter 
J.W. Anthony. He came to Canon City in the spring of 1904 to team up with W.H. Pigg from the 
Stirrup Ranch to hunt legendary Old Mose. In April of that year Anthony’s well trained bear 
dogs stopped the bear long enough for him to put half a dozen shots from his .30-.40 into Old 
Mose. Then the steely nerved J.W. calmly stood his ground when the legend moseyed towards 
him. He finally stopped Old Mose at close range with a well placed head shot. Here’s a 10 page 
PDF report on the hunt by Jack Bell from Outdoor Life, July 1904.     

Old Mose died on the northwest corner of Black Mountain south of Canon City at 4 o’clock 
on Saturday, April 30, 1904. Legends and histories pass from generation to generation creating 
today’s culture. Hopefully, the legend of Old Mose is still being talked about around the ranches 
and campfires in the range he once ruled as King of the Grizzlies. - - Bob

The Grizzly King
Outdoor Life July, 1904
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For over 100 years outboard motors have been 
taking anglers to fishing hot spots. Sadly, many 
antique motors are gone except for a small 
number preserved by collectors. This review 
examines the legacy of outboard motor ads 

from the digital Library of 200+ early outdoor magazines at 
ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com (1890-1947). Early 
magazine ads were counted and sorted to show trends of the 
winners and losers in the outboard motor market place. A 
snapshot review is included here. Visit the website for a full 
review. For specific details on product lines or models and 
when they started or ended check with the experts at The 
Antique Outboard Motor Club’s website.     

Advertising data was organized by decade from 1910 to 1940. 
No ads were found earlier than 1911. I found a total of 30 

brands/companies advertised during the 29 years from 1911 to 1940. Forty three advertisements 
for 16 different brands of outboard/rowboat motors were found in the 39 magazines from 1911-
1920. From the pool of 45 magazines spanning the decade of 1921-1930 I found 108 ads from 
12 companies. Magazines from 1931-1940 had 54 outboard advertisements from 10 companies 
with Elto and Evinrude counted as one.

1899-1910   14 Magazines No outboard motor ads were found. 

1911-1920   (39 Magazines) The earliest outboard motor ad in the Library is by Evinrude on 
the back cover of National Sportsman, June, 1913. Caille outboards had the most ads (8) in this 
decade followed by Evinrude with 6. Wisconsin and Koban were contenders with 5 ads followed 
by Porto with 4. Federal, Gray Gearless, Arrow and Jewel Electric each had 2 ads. The one ad 
category included; Iowa Motor (1914), Motorgo (1914), Sweet (1914), Detroit (1914), Roberts 
(1914), Ferro (1916) and Columbian (1917).  

1921-1930   (45 Magazines) The first Johnson ad I found was in Forest & Stream 1921. Johnson 
had the most ads in this period (25) followed by Elto (24) and Evinrude (22). Lockwood-Ash 
became just Lockwood by 1928 with a total of 14 ads. Previous ad leader, Caille, had 13 ads in 
this decade. Wisconsin made its last appearance with 2 ads in 1921. Interestingly, the famous 
motorcycle company, Indian, had 2 ads in 1930. The White Canoe Co advertised an outboard in 
1926. The McNabb Rudder, a steering add-on for outboards, had one ad appearing in the May, 
1926, issue of Outdoor America. The Outboard Motor Co appeared once, May 1930, Hunting & 
Fishing. Johnson had the best ads with color and great graphics. The Clarke Troller was the most 

Reviewing Early Outboard Kickers 
1910-1940
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unusual. This gasoline powered motor was totally enclosed and designed to operate underwater. 

1931-1940   (41 Magazines) Johnson led the decade with 16 ads followed by Evinrude (11) and 
Elto (11) with the double brands, Evinrude, had the most ads. Caille ads (4) were last seen in 
1934, Sports Afield. Neptune, with 3 ads in the decade, first appeared in 1932. Ro-peller, Eclipse 
and LeJay Troller each had 2 ads. The LeJay Troller appeared in 1938 and then as the LeJay 
Minn-Kota in 1939. Cross was one ad appearing in 1932 Hunting & Fishing. The Clarke Troller 
was also a onetime ad from 1938.

Summary of ad totals from the Library at ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com.
Johnson – 41 (first appeared in 1921)
Evinrude – 39
Elto – 35
Caille – 25 (last appeared in 1934)
Lockwood-Ash – 6
Lockwood – 8
Koban – 8 (last appeared in 1921)

Other outboard motor names:
1911-1920 – Iowa Motor, Motorgo, Porto, Sweet, Detroit, Roberts, Federal, Gray Gearless, Ferro, 
Arrow, Jewel, Columbian.

1921-1930 – Wisconsin, White, Indian, Outboard Motor Co, McNab Rudder

1931-1940 – Ro-peller, Cross, Clarke Troller, Neptune, and LeJay Minn-Kota.

I hope you enjoy reading about old motors and seeing some of the ads from early outdoor 
magazines. For a truly unforgettable antique outboard motor experience I heartily recommend 
reading Mantrap (1926) by Sinclair Lewis. I know I will never look at an old kicker without 
remembering this story by one of America’s greatest writers. The basic information from my  
Excel spreadsheet with the year, magazine and motor brand follows. If you are lucky enough to 
find a classic old kicker, be assertive and put it in the living room where it belongs. 
- - Bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com    
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Brand Year Magazine
Evinrude 1913-6 NatlSportsman
Caille 1914-4 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1914-4 NatlSportsman
Sears 1914-4 NatlSportsman
Grey Gearless 1914-5 Outer’sBook
Iowa Motor 1914-5 Outer’sBook
Caille 1914-5 Outer’sBook
Wisconsin 1914-5 Outer’sBook
Koban 1914-5 Outer’sBook
Evinrude 1914-5 Outer’sBook
Motorgo 1914-6 OutdoorLife
Porto 1914-6 OutdoorLife
Koban 1914-6 OutdoorLife
Sweet 1914-6 OutdoorLife
Detroit 1914-9 HunterTraderTrapper
Roberts 1914-11 Outer’s
Porto 1914-11 Outer’s
Federal 1915-8 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1915-8 OutdoorLife
Caille 1915-8 OutdoorLife
Porto 1915-8 OutdoorLife
Gray Gearless 1915-8 AllOutdoors
Federal 1915-8 AllOutdoors
Caille 1915-8 AllOutdoors
Porto 1915-8 AllOutdoors
Ferro 1916-6 Field&Stream
Evinrude 1916-6 Field&Stream
Koban 1916-6 Field&Stream
Wisconsin 1916-6 Field&Stream
Caille 1916-6 Field&Stream
Arrow 1916-6 Field&Stream
Jewel Electric 1917-2 NatlSportsman
Caille 1917-4 NatlSportsman
Wisconsin 1917-4 NatlSportsman
Columbian 1917-4 NatlSportsman
Koban 1917-4 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1917-4 NatlSportsman
Caille 1917-4 NatlSportsman
Arrow 1917-4 NatlSportsman
Wisconsin 1918-5 NatlSportsman
Caille 1918-6 NatlSportsman
Koban 1918-6 NatlSportsman
Wisconsin 1918-6 NatlSportsman

Brand Year Magazine
Caille 1921-3 HunterTraderTrapper
Koban 1921-3 HunterTraderTrapper
Koban 1921-5 HunterTraderTrapper
Caille 1921-5 HunterTraderTrapper
Lockwood-Ash 1921-5 HunterTraderTrapper
Elto 1921-6 NatlSportsman
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Koban 1921-6 NatlSportsman
Caille 1921-6 NatlSportsman
Lockwood-Ash 1921-6 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1921-6 NatlSportsman
Wisconsin 1921-6 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1921-7 NatlSportsman

Caille 1921-7 NatlSportsman
Wisconsin 1921-7 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1921-9 NatlSportsman
Elto 1921-9 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1921-12 Forest&Stream
Evinrude 1922-2 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1922-2 NatlSportsman
Lockwood-Ash 1922-2 NatlSportsman
Elto 1922-2 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1923-2 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1923-2 OutdoorLife
Caille 1924-2 HunterTraderTrapper
Elto 1924-2 HunterTraderTrapper
Evinrude 1925-8 OutdoorLife
Johnson 1925-8 OutdoorLife
Elto 1925-8 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1925-9 Field&Stream
Elto 1925-9 Field&Stream
Caille 1925-9 Field&Stream
Evinrude 1925-10 Field&Stream
Elto 1925-10 Field&Stream
Johnson 1925-10 Field&Stream
Caille 1925-10 Field&Stream
Johnson 1926-2 OudoorAmerica
Elto 1926-2 OudoorAmerica
Elto 1926-2 OutdoorAmerica
Caille 1926-2 OutdoorAmerica
Lockwood-Ash 1926-2 OutdoorAmerica
Elto 1926-3 OutdoorLife
Johnson 1926-3 OutdoorLife
Lockwood-Ash 1926-4 HunterTraderTrapper
Elto 1926-4 HunterTraderTrapper
Caille 1926-4 HunterTraderTrapper
White 1926-4 HunterTraderTrapper
Johnson 1926-4 HunterTraderTrapper
Evinrude 1926-5 OutdoorAmerica
Evinrude 1926-5 OutdoorAmerica
Elto 1926-5 OutdoorAmerica
Lockwood-Ash 1926-5 OutdoorAmerica
McNab Rudder 1926-5 OutdoorAmerica
Johnson 1926-5 OutdoorAmerica
Elto 1926-7 OutdoorAmerica
Johnson 1926-7 OutdoorAmerica
Johnson 1926-8 OutdoorLife
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Evinrude 1926-8 OutdoorLife
Johnson 1926-10 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1927-6 OutdoorAmerica
Caille 1927-6 OutdoorAmerica
Lockwood 1927-6 OutdoorAmerica
Evinrude 1927-6 OutdoorAmerica
Johnson 1927-6 OutdoorLife
Lockwood 1927-6 OutdoorLife
Elto 1927-6 OutdoorLife
Johnson 1927-7 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1927-7 OutdoorLife
Elto 1927-8 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1928-6 HunterTraderTrapper
Caille 1928-6 HunterTraderTrapper
Elto 1928-6 HunterTraderTrapper
Caille 1928-6 Hunting&Fishing
Elto 1928-6 Hunting&Fishing
Johnson 1928-6 Hunting&Fishing
Evinrude 1928-6 Hunting&Fishing
Evinrude 1928-7 HunterTraderTrapper
Johnson 1928-7 HunterTraderTrapper
Elto 1928-7 HunterTraderTrapper
Lockwood 1928-7 Hunting&Fishing
Elto 1928-7 Hunting&Fishing
Johnson 1928-7 Hunting&Fishing
Elto 1929-3 Hunting&Fishing
Johnson 1929-3 Hunting&Fishing
Lockwood 1929-3 Hunting&Fishing
Elto 1929-3 NatlSportsman
Lockwood 1929-3 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1929-3 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1929-3 NatlSportsman
Elto 1929-5 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1929-5 OutdoorLife
Lockwood 1929-5 OutdoorLife
Johnson 1929-5 OutdoorLife
Elto 1929-5 OutdoorLife
Elto 1929-8 Hunting&Fishing
Lockwood 1929-9 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1930-3 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1930-3 NatlSportsman
Indian 1930-3 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1930-4 OutdoorLife
Lockwood 1930-4 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1930-4 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1930-4 OutdoorLife
Indian 1930-4 OutdoorLife
Johnson 1930-5 OutdoorAmerica
Evinrude 1930-5 OutdoorAmerica
OutboardMotors 
Co

1930-5 Hunting&Fishing

Caille 1930-5 Hunting&Fishing
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Johnson 1930-5 Hunting&Fishing
Brand Year Magazine

Johnson 1931-5 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1931-5 OutdoorLife
Caille 1931-5 OutdoorLife
Evinrude 1931-6 OutdoorLife
Elto 1932-4 Hunting&Fishing
Caille 1932-4 Hunting&Fishing
Johnson 1932-4 Hunting&Fishing
Cross 1932-4 Hunting&Fishing
Neptune 1932-4 Hunting&Fishing
Elto 1932-7 Hunting&Fishing
Evinrude 1932-7 Hunting&Fishing
Caille 1932-7 Hunting&Fishing
Johnson 1933-3 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1933-3 Hunting&Fishing
Johnson 1933-4 OutdoorLife
Row-Peller 1933-4 OutdoorLife
Elto 1933-4 OutdoorLife
Johnson 1934-4 SportsAfield
Johnson 1934-4 SportsAfield
Elto 1934-4 SportsAfield
Caille 1934-4 SportsAfield
Johnson 1934-4 Outdoors
Elto 1934-4 Outdoors
Johnson 1935-6 SportsAfield
Evinrude 1935-6 SportsAfield
Johnson 1935-6 Outdoors
Johnson 1935-7 Hunting&Fishing
Evinrude 1935-7 Hunting&Fishing
Eclipse 1938-2 NatlSportsman
Elto 1938-2 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1938-2 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1938-2 NatlSportsman
Clarke troller 1938-4 NatlSportsman
Elto 1938-4 NatlSportsman
Neptune 1938-4 NatlSportsman
Ro-Peller 1938-4 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1938-4 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1938-4 NatlSportsman
Bendix Eclipse 1938-4 NatlSportsman
LeJay troller 1938-7 NatlSportsman
Evinrude 1938-7 NatlSportsman
Elto 1938-7 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1939-6 SportsAfield
Evinrude 1939-6 SportsAfield
Elto 1939-6 SportsAfield
LeJay-MinnKota 1939-6 SportsAfield
Elto 1940-5 NatlSportsman
Neptune 1940-5 NatlSportsman
Johnson 1940-5 NatlSportsman
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Evinrude 1940-5 NatlSportsman
Elto 1940-6 Hunting&Fishing
Evinrude 1940-6 Hunting&Fishing
Johnson 1940-6 Hunting&Fishing
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The February, 1917, issue of the National 
Sportsman introduced Dixie Carroll, real 
name Carroll Blaine Cook (born 1883), as 
the new Fishing Editor. He was soon listed as 
the magazine Editor. Dixie was well known to 

anglers through his fishing column in the Chicago Herald, 
Rod and Reel, and an angling book published the same year. 
The National Sportsman, April, 1917, featured Dixie on 
the cover with a nice picture of him enjoying what he and 
many of his fans enjoyed most … fishing. Dixie’s style and 
enthusiasm for enjoying the great outdoors are still discussed 
regularly by his fans, and I’m one of them. His promotional 
skills on a national canvas helped build today’s network of 
fishable waters. 

My choice to write a small blog on Dixie was based on 
several legacy posts by the fishingforhistory blog. Please examine their posts on this influential 
writer. This blog examines outdoor history just from the digital library of early sporting 
magazines at ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com. Magazines from National Sportsman are well 
represented in the Library with 31 magazines from 1890 – 1947. Searching the library to extract 
information on the colorful Dixie Carroll was frustrating. Magazine searches for Dixie yielded 
many returns after he began in 1917 but abruptly halted early in the 1920s. Why had he stopped 
being a part of the National Sportsman? The final reference to Dixie Carroll found in the 
February, 1922, National Sportsman, explained it all. The note added below let his readers know 
that he was seriously ill and in the hospital. 

I hope Dixie fans enjoy the ads posted below from the digital outdoor library. Dixie would fit 
well into today’s fishing scene. And I bet we would all be buying the products he endorsed and 
the ideals he promoted such as catch and release and habitat preservation. Dixie is an important 
part of our outdoor legacy. - - bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com 

    

          

Here He Is Boys - Dixie Carroll
National Sportsman February, 1917
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There’s a kinship between early cowboys and 
those of us that enjoy the great outdoors by 
hunting, fishing, hiking and camping. As a farm 
boy from the Great Plains my early ventures 
into the great wide open usually included make-

believe horses which regularly followed trails blazed by 
cowboy movies. My cowboy inclination faded quickly, after a 
brief visit with a real horse with no time for little kids, but my 
love of the great wide open was here to stay. Long before my 
time, and before my father’s time, Vincent Fortune decided 
to set the record straight about the greatly romanticized 
cowboy era. His excellent account of a cowpunchers life on 
the ranges of western Montana was published in the March, 
1916, issue of Outing. Vincent’s credentials to recount the 
real cowpuncher story were gleaned from two decades 
working Montana ranches such as; the “D.H.S.”, the “57”, the 

“X.I.T.”, the “7 H 7” or the “C2” and others in the Judith Basin.

If you love horses and western history you will enjoy every word of Vincent’s “real-deal” account 
of being a cowboy. His recollections describe the cowboy and horse bond and the difference 
between a ranch hand and a cowboy. Real cowboys ordered custom made saddles from 
Cheyenne, Visalia, Helena or Ft. Worth. Their saddles separated them from the “mailorder” 
cowpunchers. Chaps or chapparrajos, were adopted from the southwest for use during cold 
and stormy weather with the addition of angora wool. Many old-time punchers would work for 
twenty days at $1.33 a day to purchase chaps with long, white, flowing angora.

Cowboys longed for many things. Women were queens. Many punchers would ride forty or 
more miles “on the hurricane deck of a cayuse” just to get a look at the queen after the “moccasin 
telegraph” had spread the word that she was in the area. Their biggest hope was that the perfect 
life they lived and loved, riding horses in the great wide open ranges, would never end. The era 
was brief but the history lives on as strong as ever. 

I hope you enjoy Vincent’s valuable insight into the cowboy life he led. His description of night 
herding during a storm is as good as it gets. Please pass this post on to others interested in 
cowboys and early western history. - - bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com

Here’s Vincent’s eight page article plus ads and other information from the magazine. 

    

Riding Montana’s Range
Outing March, 1916
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Elmer Smith describes a typical “big boys 
hunting/camping trip” in this article from Outer’s 
Book, November, 1909. Elmer and seven friends 
took their “annual southern hunt” in the Indian 
Territory (I.T.), present day southeast Oklahoma. 

On January 1, 1907, the hunting party packed their guns and 
gear and left Gridley, Illinois, bound for Hartshorne, Indian 
Territory. Gridley is about 80 miles southwest of Chicago. 
Note: Antique purists know to check early office equipment, 
file cabinets, desks, lamps, chairs, etc., for the “I.T.” stamp. 
The hunters arrived in Hartshorne the next day. Several 
friends helped them setup a camp on Jack Fork Creek in the 
Jack Fork Mountains about 20 miles south of Hartshorne. 
After two weeks of hunting this area with what seems to 
have been a pretty heavy footprint they moved to Anderson 
Creek, about 18 miles away, where game was more abundant. 

There are many interesting articles in the Library but this one caught my attention as I paged 
through the magazines because I am familiar with the subject area. A while back I had the good 
fortune to work throughout Oklahoma, often with the fine folks in the Oklahoma Department 
of Wildlife Conservation. Oklahoma is a unique state with a unique history. If you have never 
been to Oklahoma do yourself a favor and take a visit to one of our most interesting states. 
You won’t be disappointed. Oklahoma’s diverse habitats and rugged landscapes are thoroughly 
blended with interesting cultures and wonderful people. Check with my friends at the Oklahoma 
Department of Wildlife Conservation for hunting & fishing information. 

A couple of things in this article caused me to do a double take. First, they do annual winter 
hunting trips to the south. This trip must have taken at least three weeks and maybe closer to 
one month! That’s pretty generous time off for an off-season vacation. I am also curious about 
hunting permits and licenses. This concept wasn’t mentioned. Maybe none was needed at that 
time. I wonder if any of the Indian Territories issued hunting permits and is so, are any of these 
historical documents available? I also noted that the hunting party held local host and hunting 
guide Jim Threet in high regard for his hunting skills and woods-wise counsel. He sounds like 
the type of hunting companion we all want to have along on our next trip.         

Teddy Roosevelt unified this patchwork quilt of boundaries and jurisdictions into one state on 
November 16, 1907, just a few months after this hunting trip. Here’s the article and a couple ads 
from the November, 1909, Outer’s Book.   – bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com

 

Hunting the Indian Territory (I.T.)
Outer’s Book November, 1909
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Wolves! They are EVERYWHERE! And they are 
eating every animal or person that crosses their 
path. So you better play it safe and stay out of 
the woods. This January 13, 1912, issue of Camp 
and Trail reports you ain’t even safe in Chicago. 

The grey wolf restoration effort in Yellowstone National 
Park has been very successful. So successful that hot debates 
about wolf control have erupted between hunters and wolf 
supporters in Montana, Idaho and Wyoming. It’s possible 
that a wolf bias rooted in a fairy tale about a granny-eating, 
cross-dressing wolf helped fuel some of the hot debates. 
Management agencies, swayed by the loudest voices, are 
ready to step back 100 years and reach for the poison as well 
as a paid hunter and bounty program to bring the wolves 
under “control” leaving more elk and deer for hunters. 
Hopefully, control won’t equal extinction.   

Here are some links to thought provoking, science-based, wildlife management research on 
predator-prey-habitat relations using the historic Kaibab Plateau example from the north rim of 
the Grand Canyon and Isle Royal studies. Wolf-haters and hunters would agree that elk and deer 
herds and all the wildlife/habitat parts should be managed as a total package and not just as a 
“crop” for harvest.

Here are a couple of ads from the 1912 issue of Camp and Trail with a simple poem by Ivan 
Gleave about the beauty of wolves in the woods, from Outer’s Book, 1909.     

Little Red Riding Hood’s Legacy
Camp & Trail, January, 1912
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www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/kaibab.html
http://westinstenv.org/wibio/2010/01/20/the-kaibab-deer-incident-myths-lies-and-scientific-fraud/
http://westinstenv.org/wibio/2010/01/18/wolf-predation-more-bad-news/
http://www.nature.nps.gov/yearinreview/yir2001/06_restoration/06_5_smith_yell.html
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Canoeing With Cannibals
Hunter-Trader-Trapper, February, 1924

This tale of adventure by Martin Hunter is from 
the February, 1924, issue of Hunter-Trader-
Trapper. Martin learned of this extraordinary 
event while he was working for the Hudson’s Bay 
Company at their Post of Bersimis, now called 

Riviere-Bersimis, in Quebec, Canada. The Hudson’s Bay Post 
is/was located where the Bersimis River enters the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence. Martin along with all the villagers in the small 
community watched fearfully as a fully rigged sailing ship 
challenged the treacherous Manaquogan and Bersimis Shoals 
and stood in close to their outer docks. Observers were 
surprised that the ship had risked so much to deliver one 
man. It was soon learned that the special traveler was local 
Montagnais Indian, Michiel Boncom, returned after being 
lost at sea for 32 years!

Late in the fall 32 years earlier (around 1890) Michiel, then 22 years old, and another young 
Indian, had been hunting seals near shore. The villagers watched as they worked around 
dangerous floating ice. In the afternoon a gale swept in and blew their canoe out to sea. With a 
natural resolve well known to all the locals it was sure they were gone, killed by the elements. 
Fortunately for Michiel, the last cargo ship of the season was just then leaving the Port of 
Quebec. The Columbus was loaded with lumber bound for Chile.      

Hurrying to exit the Gulf ’s storms and winter ice the Columbus nearly run down Michiel’s frail 
bark canoe before being able to “hove to” and rescue the two Indians. The young Indian with 
Michiel died soon after their rescue. Returning Michiel to the Post of Bersimis was not possible 
so the captain of the Columbus decided to keep Michiel as a crew member. It was routine sailing 
until the Columbus reached Cape Horn. There the violent Cape Horn weather stripped the ship 
of its sails and left it adrift where it was sure to run aground on an island. Two lifeboats were 
prepared. When the ship stuck a reef in the dark of night the crew was prepared and abandoned 
ship. The captain, six sailors and the second mate, were in one boat. Michiel, the first mate and 
four sailors were in the other lifeboat. The captain advised both boats to stay away from shore 
until daylight so they could make sure the island was not inhabited with cannibals. 

Unfortunately, the first mate made a fatal command decision for his lifeboat and ordered the 
sailors to row to a lagoon which was barely visible. The captain’s sage advice was revealed with 
morning’s light. All six sailors from the lifeboat commanded by the first mate were bound and 
lying on the beach surrounded by howling, naked savages. Seeing this and knowing they could 
not help the doomed men, the captain’s boat hit the oars and headed for the open sea, with the 
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cannibals in hot pursuit. No one rows quite as fast as those being pursued by cannibals! After a 
few miles the cannibals gave up the chase and returned to the beach. Michiel was soon set free 
under an implied threat of death if he tried to escape. Each night for four nights the cannibals 
forced him to watch as one by one the sailors were prepared for or more precise, prepared as the 
evening meal.      

Maybe the cannibals freed Michiel because he was so much like them, except for his food 
preferences. Or maybe they were saving him for desert. Maybe he was spared because his 
diplomatic skills were razor sharp. He was quick to show them how to improve fishing and repair 
canoes. He presented useful skills for those living close to the earth in a primitive hunter-gather 
lifestyle very similar to his native home in Canada, except for diet. Just a basic subsistence living.

The captain and his crew made it to the Sandwich Islands (Hawaiian Islands). In fact, the 
second mate from the shipwrecked Columbus, one of the lucky crew in the captain’s lifeboat, 
later became a captain. Captain James of Ship Equator was the captain of the ship that rescued 
Michiel from the cannibals. He remembered Michiel from their hair-raising scrape with death 
near Cape Horn. Small world coincidence! Captain James and Ship Equator then deposited 
Michiel back at his home at the Post of Bersimis. Their unique shared history and connectivity 
over three decades explains why the fully rigged sailing ship was willing to run high risk just to 
get Michiel back home. 

There’s a link to a website of shipwrecks around the world following Martin’s article. The ill-fated 
ship Columbus could not be reconciled with the recorded and estimated dates and location on 
that website. 

Google Earth gives a good view of the island cluster around Cape Horn. Was one of these the 
home of cannibals? A minimal web search revealed some differences in the idea of cannibals 
in that location. However, the cross linked reports in this article seem very compelling that 
cannibals were living there. Michiel was offered his pick of a wife by the king or “olga”. Being the 
skilled politician that he was, he readily accepted a wife. There was no mention of children. But 
it’s hard to imagine there were none. With today’s DNA analytical tools available I wonder if his 
unique Montagnais Indian genes could be found in the region?

It is an excellent story with several layers of interest. Let me know if you uncover any additional 
history on Michiel’s life with cannibals in the Cape Horn islands.           

Hope you enjoy this history from the Library of classic outdoor magazines at 
ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com.

Bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com
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Here’s where Michiel was lost at sea and rescued by the ship Columbus.

Here’s some interesting background links for this post.
http://www.wrecksite.eu/
http://www.dickshovel.com/mon.html .... history of the Montagnais Indians
http://www.accessgenealogy.com/native/tribes/montagnais/montagnais_indianhist.htm

The islands where the Columbus was shipwrecked. 
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From the pages of Recreation (July issue, 1900) 
here’s another example of the role magazines 
played in how our young democracy would 
manage its natural resources. The European 
model of hunting and fishing as rights only for 

the very privileged few did not fit. And we should all be 
eternally gratefully for the way it turned out in America. The 
magazines, with a clear and resonate voice, melded ideas and 
fostered a natural resource ethic which is deeply embedded 
in today’s culture. 

Here is the speech by the Honorable John F. Lacey 
introducing the “Bird Bill” better known as the “Lacey 
Act”. As a Federal Law, the Lacey Act is literally used every 
single day by federal and state agencies to protect wildlife. 
The Lacey Act is a solid foundational law for state Game 

Wardens, Park Rangers or federal Wildlife Officers. Pass this on and tell them THANKS! for the 
often dangerous work that they do. 

Also included from the same magazine is a request for the creation of Parks to preserve 
trees and game. Following that is a series of letters sparked by one letter requesting that 
predators in the new Yellowstone National Park be greatly reduced to save the buffalo. 
A response by C. Hart Merriam, then Chief of the Biological Survey (today’s U.S. Fish & 
Wildlife Service), advocates instead for the protection of grizzly bears and mountain lions. 
It is also noted that Merriam made a slight miscalculation on the wolves in Yellowstone and 
the rest of the west. His miscalculation was later corrected in 1973 when the Endangered 
Species Act (ESA), administered by the Fish & Wildlife Service, was enacted. With the 
ESA in place, grizzly bears, wolves, mountain lions and scores of other species are doing 
well, thanks in large part to the early voice of the outdoor magazines and their readers.       

Saving the Birds - The Lacey Act
Recreation July, 1900
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This is a resounding message from all the early outdoor magazines. The 
“game hogs” were social outcasts within the sporting community of hunt-
ers and anglers. 
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THE AURORA TROUT HUNT

From Field & Stream, September, 1925, here’s an article 
describing William Rinkenbach’s efforts to collect and identify 
an unusual trout. William and a couple pals were waiting for 
a train following an adventurous fishing trip into Ontario’s 
Timagami region. To pass the time they were discussing trout 

fishing with local Indian fishing guide, George. George used their map to 
point out a remote lake which contained trout. He assured them that these 
trout were not brook or lake trout and that they were only found in that 
small area. Like all treasure hunters, William was hooked. Many scientist and 
researchers get hooked on the same drug with the hope of being the first to 
find and identify an animal species unknown to everyone else. The thrill of 
the hunt was on for William. 

Just two months later William and partners were fishing the lake George 
had pointed out to them as having unique trout. After a couple of failed trips 
to the area to collect samples the persistent Mr. Rinkenback convinced an 
ichthyologist to accompany him. Their trip resulted in successfully sampling 
and archiving a new species of trout officially named Salvelinus fontinalis 
timagamiensis , the Aurora Trout.

Unfortunately, the Aurora Trout is now listed as an endangered species by the Committee on the Status of Wildlife in 
Canada. The trout’s downfall was largely due to air pollution from Canada’s southerner neighbor, US! Research by fishery 
scientists and biologists indicate that the endangered status of the Aurora Trout is linked to pH’s which dropped drastically 
in Quebec’s massive watersheds due to acid rainfall. There’s a Recovery Plan in place. All of us USA fishheads and 
fishermen wish them great success in saving this unique and beautiful fish. Sorry about that pollution thing. I wish we 
could say we’d clean it up … but … politics are politics and it’s an election year. And the big slogan by one party is to “get 
government off the backs of businesses” so they can create jobs. I wish that didn’t mean polluting the environment, but I 
know that it does. 

Some links to the Recovery Plan and other Aurora Trout information is provided following the article.  

Good luck chasing your unique fish species, I’ve been on a few fish hunts myself. - Bob               

        

The Aurora Trout Hunt
Field & Stream September, 1925
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http://www.auroratrout.com/

http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/en/Business/LetsFish/2ColumnSubPage/200072.html

http://www.ontariotroutfishing.com/aurora-trout.html

http://www.auroratrout.com/aurora-trout-recovery.html
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This page from the August, 1890, Issue of Sports 
Afield gives a good idea of how important the 
magazines were in shaping how our natural 
resources were being used and how they would 
be used in the future. The days of the buffalo 

slaughter were over but other resources were still free for 
the taking. Young, bustling cities like Silverton were eager 
to consume all the fresh meat that was sent to its markets. 
Where it came from was not an issue or a concern until the 
magazines started raising our collective national awareness 
about how we treated our natural resources. 

The constant prodding by outdoor magazines, and their 
readers, lead to the enactment of basic laws and policies to 
protect natural resources such as the important Lacey Act 
of 1899. Regulation, laws and enforcement of the laws was a 

primary way to ensure that our natural resources were fairly used by all rather than to the benefit 
of a few. 

Dynamite fishing and illegal netting were part of the meat hunters tool bag. Dynamite fishing is 
a thing of the past. Unfortunately, illegal netting is still widely practiced by outdoor outlaws. At 
least until the Game Wardens catch them.      

Here is a page from the 1890 magazine with a few ads from that issue. The note on dynamite fishers 
is in the Fish Notes section.                  

Dynamite Fishing the Rio Grande
Sports Afield August, 1890
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In November, 1890, Sports Afield writer “A.H.” 
describes fishing the unexploited lakes around 
Saint Germaine (Saint Germain) in northern 
Wisconsin. A.H. stayed at “the little log hotel 
in the wilderness”, probably a hotel or lodge 

in St. Germain. He writes that catching an occasional 
whopper (probably musky) was no longer a novelty in 
Big St Germaine Lake so he and anglers staying at the log 
hotel planned a trip to the virgin waters of Lost Lake, just 
north of St Germaine Lake. Guides and staff loaded their 
luggage and gear into four boats which they “pulled up” Lake 
Content and portaged into Big St. Germaine Lake at the 
“thoroughfare”. From here they crossed to the north shore of 
St. Germaine then up a connecting stream to Lost Lake.

The group caught several muskies and some nice 
largemouth/smallmouth bass. The first evening they were there one boat recorded 130 pounds 
of musky/bass. In all 92 musky and seven bass were taken. Three days later these fish were on 
display at Booth’s market in Chicago and were to be distributed among friends. 

Shorty after returning to the log hotel in the wilderness A.H. helped organize a family trip to 
Plum Lake, another unexploited lake about seven miles north of St Germain. They all agreed 
to charity fishing with the profits from selling the fish used to help replace a horse that the host 
had recently lost. This is a few years before regulations prohibited harvesting game for sale 
through the Lacey Act of 1900 (see earlier post for the original Lacy Act which was published in 
Recreation). Plum Lake was reported to be quite beautiful with exceptional fishing. By noon of 
the first morning two boats had harvested sixty bass and 22 muskies. Later that day A.H. rowed 
one boat with two anglers trolling spoons along a 100 yard gravel bar to bag 62 bass and eight 
muskies.   

I hope these lakes still have good populations of bass and muskies. Contact the groups in 
the links provided for an update. It was interesting that A.H. detested the use of a gaff on the 
majestic musky. Instead he preferred to use a club! Times have changed … musky anglers take 
great care to release these beauties alive.   

Outdoor History Matters! - - bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com

              

Wisconsin Muskies
Sports Afield November, 1890
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For musky tips and information check out these links.   
http://www.musky.com/
http://www.muskyhunter.com/
Here’s A.H.’s article and area maps with some ads from 1890 Sports Afield.
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Here is an article by S.N. Leek painting a pitiful 
picture of elk starving on their winter range 
near Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Early outdoor 
magazines leaned heavily on the grandeur of 
the west with pages describing bountiful game 

coupled with magnificent vistas.  The west had all the 
qualities desired by America’s rapidly growing numbers of 
hunters, anglers and outdoor enthusiasts. Magazine readers 
loved reading about the west and all its exciting outdoor 
opportunities. Trips were planned around ads and glowing 
recommendations from the outdoor magazines. More 
importantly, these magazines linked eastern readers to the 
west and its issues. Outdoor magazine readers formed solid 
blocks of constituencies that demanded a voice in managing 
the west’s natural resources. Eastern hunters and anglers 
would have a voice in how the new western mecca of natural 
resources was, and was not, used. 

Jackson Hole, Wyoming, received significant coverage in the early outdoor magazines. Mr. 
Leek’s coverage of the starving elk of Jackson Hole left a lasting image. His urging plus that of the 
magazines combined with private groups like the Izaak Walton League led to government action 
culminating in the formation of the National Elk Refuge. The influential Izaak Walton League 
was formed in 1922 to save outdoor America for future generations. The League’s magazine, 
Outdoor America, published a report in May, 1930, describing its purchase of 2,000 acres for 
$40,000 to begin an elk refuge. This property was presented to the government in 1927 to 
manage as a National Wildlife Refuge. 

There were several notes in the outdoor magazines about the Refuge and the Jackson Hole area. 
A beautiful area for sure. It is always interesting to know the underlying associations or links to 
specific actions. Why an elk refuge and why there? Many of those sometimes invisible links are 
visible in the archival Library of outdoor magazines at ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com. 
Please consider the ad following Leek’s starving elk article. Maybe he was concerned about more 
than just the basic interests of the wildlife in the area. Maybe if he had not killed so many wolves 
to protect his cattle the elk numbers wouldn’t have been starving. And MAYBE if the winter elk 
range wasn’t being used to feed cattle then the elk would have done fine.   

This blog researches the archival Library to highlight the important role that early outdoor 
magazines played in shaping how America would manage its natural resources. 

Here’s the article by Leek with some ads from the 1911 Outdoor Life and some links for more 
information. Bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com

  

The Starving Elk of Jackson Hole
Outdoor Life May, 1911
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Here’s one page from Hunting & Fishing with 
information and serial numbers of Ithaca 
shotguns stolen April 21st as the Izzak Walton 
League Show in Omaha was closing. The guns 
were stolen from the Ithaca Gun Company’s 

booth on the last night of the show. 

Vintage shotguns have a special place in the hearts of bird 
hunters and those that collect outdoor artifacts. There’s 
a special aura about them. Just looking at older shotguns 
brings on memories of crisp fall days and cackling pheasants 
busting through dry corn stalks. Gun shows are magnets for 
collectors addicted to old guns. Unfortunately, sporting guns 
also attract thieves because they are easily sold. Collectors are 
always cautious about stolen guns but after changing hands a 
couple of times the history of a gun is quickly lost or at least 
very cloudy. Today’s computer tracking of serial numbers 
might make this easier. It would be interesting and a real 

coup if today’s computer systems could track down the guns stolen 80+ years ago. 

The .410 double with gold inlay and ivory sights would be a standout in any showcase.

Questions:

- Did Ithaca recover these guns? (question will be sent to Ithaca) 

- Is there some sort of “Statute of limitations” which would apply or is stolen property 
simply stolen forever and once found returned to the original owner?

- Are these guns, easily identified with serial numbers, in your collection? 

- Would the serial numbers show up in any of the many gun databases around the country?

Outdoor History Matters! - - bob@ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com 

Here’s the gun report with some links and a couple interesting ads from this issue of Hunting & 
Fishing.

     

http://www.stolenweapon.com/
http://www.gunverify.com/about-us/
http://www.ithacagun.com/
contact@ithacagun.com

Stolen Shotguns - 1928
Hunting & Fishing July, 1928
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This page PDF Recreation, 1900, records that 
a visionary group from North Carolina and 
adjoining states met in Asheville at the Old 
Battery Hotel with the goal of protecting eastern 
forests. They wanted a National Park like 

Yellowstone to protect eastern forests, game and watersheds. 
They feared that an apathetic public would sit by and watch 
as the robber barons and their loggers destroyed the forests 
of the Smokey Mountains and the Appalachians. They argued 
that the government should step in and take possession of 
the region before it is was gone. The east should have its own 
great national park because Yellowstone was too far away for 
most easterners.  

A National Park in the Smokey Mountains would be 
accessible to “the great majority of the people of the United 

States”. They saw a National Park as “conferring on the people of the country a means of great 
enjoyment”. The Appalachian National Park Association was formed by the group in 1899 to 
get things started.  But even good vision with solid benefits is subjected to democracies’ lengthy 
examination. The original group reorganized into the Appalachian National Reserve Association 
and then later disbanded as the cause was taken up by the American Forestry Association in 
1905.

The idea first proposed by the visionary group in 1899 continued to simmer in the congressional 
pot of national interests. The Weeks Act of 1911 allowed the federal government to purchase 
private land in order to protect eastern watersheds. With this key legislation in place Congress 
enacted a bill in 1926 authorizing the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and the 
Shenandoah National Park. The two Parks are connected by 469 beautiful Blue Ridge Parkway 
miles. 
The visionaries in 1899 could never have imagined how well their dream would turn out. But 
it sure didn’t happen fast. Driving the Parkway is a beautiful experience and a great privilege. 
THANKS to the formative group in 1899 and the outdoor magazines which helped spread the 
word and built supporting constituencies. Outdoor History Matters!
Here is the report on the early meeting with additional links, notes and some ads from the 1900 
Recreation.
                

     
                

     

Preserving Appalacia-The Blue Ridge Parkway 
Recreation July, 1900
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Jas. Callaway and Harold Pripps continue to canoe 
throughout the wilds of Wisconsin with detailed 
descriptions of their canoe routes. In Trip #6 they 
started in Cisco Lake, Michigan, and ended at the 
town of Manitowish, Wisconsin. A Google Earth 

tracing of trip #6 looks like not a lot has changed, at least from 
a satellite’s point-of-view. Today’s hardy and adventurous 
paddlers should retrace their trails to discover how much 
has changed in 100 years. One of the adventurous paddlers is 
pictured on the last page of the report.

Enjoy Outdoor History. It Matters! 

Here is their detailed description of the trip from 1914 Outer’s 
Book with a map of the area and some ads from that magazine.     

Canoeing in Wisconsin
Outer’s Book May, 1914
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Most of us take history in small servings. From 
the buffet line we take large helpings of hunting 
and fishing with small salads of outdoor history. 
Digging facts out of the dust and cobwebs of time 
to connect names, dates, places and information 

in order to create meaningful texts, articles and documents is 
difficult work. I applaud those that pursue the dogged life of 
an outdoor history sleuth. Their work requires a lot of intel-
ligence combined with excellent writing skills. So you won’t 
find that type of outdoor history here.

This blog is a companion to a website Library of early out-
door magazines found at ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com. My 
blog posts review articles and ideas from the digital Library 
which are interesting to me and many other outdoor rec-
reationists. Subjects range from hunting, fishing, and boat-

ing, canoeing, camping, hiking and interesting people. The website and blog highlights the role 
outdoor magazines played in developing today’s wealth of outdoor opportunities. Magazines led 
the way in the development of nation-wide constituencies demanding clean waters, great fishing, 
bountiful game, beautiful parks, public lands and wilderness areas. I suggest that this would not 
have happened without the outdoor magazine forum.

This Post highlights an excellent example of how the magazines influenced duck hunting and 
management by building constituencies for natural resource policy and management. Most 
importantly, the magazines helped develop a common code of ethics for sportsmen which stig-
matized “game hogs”. In the December, 1928, issue of Outdoor Life combined with Outdoor 
Recreation; Associate Editor Harry McGuire took Paul Redington, Chief of the U.S. Bureau of 
Biological Survey (an early component of today’s U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service) to task over the 
health of duck populations in America. Below is the index (one page) from that issue and Red-
ington’s open letter. I also include an article by Dr. William Hornaday of the New York Zoologi-
cal Park. The appropriate “game hog” label stuck and helped create the American sportsman. 
Outdoor History Matters! 

Game Hogs & Outdoor Magazines
Outdoor Life December, 1928
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For more reading visit these websites. 

http://www.ducks.org/  ... Ducks Unlimited
http://www.fws.gov/ ... US Fish & Wildlife Service
http://www.nature.org/ ... The Nature Conservancy 
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Few pistols have as much recognition as the fa-
mous Colt Model 1911 .45 caliber automatic pis-
tol. It was a standard military side arm through 
the first five decades of the 20th Century and 
proudly carried through World Wars I & II. 

A review of the Library of early outdoor magazines at 
ClassicOutdoorMagazines.com reveals some of 
the evolution of this famous pistol. This page from Shooting 
& Fishing, July 4, 1901, notes that the military is replacing 
the Colt .45 revolver with a Colt .38 pistol. The reasons cited 
probably explain why Colt continued to create variations of 
the Model 1911 pistol. 

It was reported that few persons could handle the weapon 
effectively and that “a revolver of this caliber and power is 

not liked by United States Army officers. Its excessive recoil made practice with it dreaded by 
most officers.” This may explain why the “Officers Model”, in .38 caliber was created. A personal 
favorite for me is the ACE Model 1911 in .22 caliber found in a 1933 ad from Hunting & Fishing. 
Interestingly, Hunter-Trader-Trapper in February, 1932, shows an ad offering a .22 conversion 
kit for the Colt Model 1911 by Stoeger.

Fans of vintage angling artifacts will see that pioneer fishing reel inventor Benjamin F. Meek died 
at his home in Frankfort, Kentucky, on June 24. He was 76 years old.   

Here is a report from 1901 and some Colt 1911 ads showing different phases of the famous pis-
tol. For me the most famous Colt 1911 is the one my dad carried through WWII as a B-26 pilot 
in North Africa.        

Colt’s Famous 1911 Pistol
Shooting & Fishing, July, 1901
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